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The key distinctions

- Costs are shared between the group

- This means that a costs sharing agreement or costs sharing order 
will usually be made

- Costs are typically split between ‘individual costs’ and ‘common 
costs’ (also called ‘generic costs’

- Sometimes see a third category of costs, e.g. where significant costs 
are associated with an issue that a significant minority of claimants 
have an interest in.  No fixed label, but e.g. ‘cohort costs’  

- While individual costs will usually follow the event of an 
individual’s claim, common costs may follow the event of the group 
as a whole.  



What are common costs?

Standard definition is in CPR 46.2

Common costs’ means –

(i) costs incurred in relation to the GLO issues;

(ii) individual costs incurred in a claim while it is proceeding as a 
test claim, and

(iii) costs incurred by the lead legal representative in administering
the group litigation

- This can be varied by a costs sharing agreement or a GLO

- E.g. what about a case on which a significant amount of work is
done vetting it as a test case, but which is not ultimately selected?7

- Note the recoverability of administrative costs, which in other
contexts are often considered solicitior & own client costs



Usual principles on sharing own common costs

- While parties remain liable for the whole of the costs specifically 
attributable to their claims (i.e. individual costs), liability for their 
own common costs is shared.   

- The usual principle is that each litigant is severally liable for an 
equal share of the common costs of his/her own side

- In group litigation, this is usually prescribed by the GLO 

- However, even where there is no GLO, this is also the common law 
position: Russell Young & Co v Brown [2007] EWCA Civ 43

- Note however that this is a principle that applies to own 
side common costs.  The position may not be the same for inter 
partes (i.e. ‘adverse’) costs absent a GLO.



Common Costs and the ‘follow the event’ principle

- It is often assumed (especially by defendants) that common costs are 
approached on a simple pro rata basis.  

- So, if 70% of a group win, the winning 70% get their common costs but the 
losing 30% do not.   

- But this is illogical and potentially unjust

- The amount of common costs is not (at least significantly) affected by the 
number of members of the group

- So if the group as a whole is successful, then it may be appropriate to treat 
the whole group as ‘successful’ for common costs purposes, even if some of 
them (or even lots of them) lose their individual claims.  

- An example – the British Phurnacite litigation (Jones v Secretary of State 
for Energy [2012] EWHC 3647 (QB)



Moderating the follow the event principle

- Limited authority, but most clearly seen in the rules
relating to early discontinuers: Afrika v Cape, aka
Sayers v Smithkline Beacham [2001] EWCA Civ 2017

- The CA says that while discontinuers can be expected to
be immediately liable for their and the defendant’s
individual costs, it would not be appropriate for them to
be immediately liable for their share of the common
costs.



Afrika v Cape

- At [19]: ‘to have a prima facie rule that any discontinuing claimant should have a 
crystallised inability to recover common costs and a potential liability for the 
common costs of defendants at the end of the quarter in which he discontinues is too 
blunt an instrument and is unnecessarily favourable to defendants, when it is as yet 
unknown whether the claimants as a whole are to be successful in the common 
issues which are to be tried.’

- At [20]: ‘ It is… more consonant with justice that both the recoverability of common 
costs and the liability (if any) of discontinuing claimants for costs of common issues 
should be determined at the same time as orders for common costs are made in 
respect of those common issues. The court then has a full picture and can make 
whatever order is just in all the circumstances. We were given a number of worked 
examples which we need not set out, but the striking feature of the order in its 
current form is that defendants who lose on general issues will never pay that 
proportion of common costs attributable to discontinuing claimants. Whereas that 
may, in the event, be a correct order, it is not right now to decide that it is, or even to 
say that it will be the right order unless the judge decides otherwise.’



Mitigating follow the event (contd)

- Principles stated in Afrika logically apply equally to 
losers as well as discontinuers

- Compare the Phurnacite case (above)

- Recorded in the Afrika judgment that common costs 
were awarded to the whole group by Turner J in the 
British Coal Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
Litigation, even though some of the claimants lost on 
their individual claims 

- The CA says that such an order may be ‘highly 
exceptional’.  But is it?  



Impact of the Indemnity Principle

- But in CFA cases, beware of the indemnity 
principle!  

- If agreements are fully no win, no fee: even if the losing 
members of the group are awarded costs the indemnity 
principle may prevent recovery

- Practice point: always check your CFAs in multi-party 
claims.  Do not just use a library precedent.  



Other points to note

- Defendants proposing GLOs which do not implement the approach 
in Afrika (this seems to be coming more common)

- Multi-party cases which are being negotiated outside of the court 
process

- Issues around sharing liability for any ATE premiums



Other points about sharing own common costs

- Usually liability is retrospective, so once a person joins the group 
costs, s/he has a liability to pay a share of common costs from the 
start.

- Reflected in CPR 46.6(6): ‘Where common costs have been incurred 
before a claim is entered on the group register, the court may order 
the group litigant to be liable for a proportion of those costs.’

- Nowadays, GLOs almost always provide for quarterly accounting 
periods to make apportionment of costs easier as parties leave the 
group.



Adverse (Inter Partes) Costs

• The common law position is generally one of joint liability for

common costs between the parties. See (eg) Stumm v Dixon

(1889) 22 QBD 529

• This is position is disapplied by standard GLOs – CPR 46.6(3)

‘Unless the court orders otherwise, any order for common costs

against group litigants imposes on each group litigant several

liability for an equal proportion of those common costs.’

• If there is no GLO, ensure that several liability for

adverse costs is agreed or ordered.

• Brown v InnovatorOne is an example of a group case without a

GLO where the claimants were made jointly liable for the

defendant’s costs.



Early Settlers

- General approach tends to be that they get individual costs to the 
point of settlement, plus their share of their common costs to the 
end of the relevant quarter

- Defendants sometimes try to defer any entitlement to common 
costs to mirror the position for claimants in Afrika v Kape.

- But push back against this.  The logic is not the same, and in Afrika
settling claimants were entitled to their share of common costs to 
the end of the relevant quatert

- Detailed assessment is however deferred.  This may give rise to 
issue about interest on costs. 



Other Costs Issues

- The issues based approach to costs will usually apply.  But it may be mitigated by 
stronger arguments that it was reasonable to pursue contentious points in group 
litigation.  

- Part 36 offers – the court may be readier to say it is unjust for the usual Part 36 
consequences to apply if it can be said that a case could only have been settled to the 
disadvantage to the wider group.  (Compare Phurnacite where Swift J said it was 
reasonable for defendants to refuse mediation and to make no offers to settle, given 
the complex points between the parties which needed to be decided.)

- But argument probably only works in the case of test cases.  This aside, Part 36 
probably will operate as normal  

- Detailed assessment is however deferred.  This may give rise to issue about interest 
on costs. 



Quantum Issues in Group Litigation

- Proportionality: should reflect the wider issues not the individual cases 

- Hourly rates: higher rates may be justified, and general requirement to instruct 
relatively local solicitors relaxed.  Make sure retainers provide for uplifted 
rates in group cases!

- Routine attendances/circulars: do not expect a per unit approach.  Do not 
necessarily even expect a per claimant approach, rather than expectation that 
circulars will be sent by mass email or via online portals

- Advertising and admin costs are recoverable (qv), but not costs which are ‘marketing’ 
– the costs of ‘getting in the work’ (Motto v Trafigura [2011] EWCA Civ 1150, [110]

- Additional costs of settlement associated with large group recoverable in principle.  

- What about budgeting?!  
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